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––Helps accelerate cloud adoption
––Helps manage complexity and meet
network demands while reducing
risks in your hybrid IT environment
––Leverages tested methodologies to
help you achieve value more quickly
with leading-edge solutions
––Enables a safer and more reliable
network environment with pervasive,
robust networking solutions
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To meet current business needs, organizations are
turning to technologies, such as cloud and the Internet
of Things (IoT) for innovation and business
transformation. In fact, by 2020, 83 percent of
enterprise workloads will be in the cloud, and the chief
driver of that increased cloud adoption will be the need
for digital transformation and IT agility.1 Similarly, the
number of connected devices is expected to cross 30
billion by 2020.2
However, successful cloud and IoT adoption—and digital
transformation—is only possible with a foundation of
agile and flexible enterprise networks. This foundation
is particularly critical for multicloud environments that
need to seamlessly connect and secure applications
end-to-end across many clouds, whether production
ready or non-production ready.

Traditional networks are slow and ill-equipped to handle
the complexities of cloud, and aren’t scalable enough to
manage the staggering amount of data traffic and device
proliferation that most organizations face today. According
to Statista, global network data traffic is expected to reach
278,108 petabytes per month by 2021.3
These networks are also no match for today’s changing
security landscape where cyberattacks and data breaches
have become alarmingly frequent—and costly. The average
cost of a data breach in 2018 was USD 3.86 million, which
is 6.4 percent more than what it was in 2017.4
In a multivendor, multicloud environment, your
organization’s business performance, operational
efficiency and productivity are tied—directly or
indirectly—to your network connectivity. Hence,
addressing your network’s growing need for agility,
security and scalability becomes of utmost importance.
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IBM and Juniper:
The competitive advantage

IBM and Juniper provide a wide range of solutions to
help you build a modern and agile network infrastructure
to support your business goals. Whether it’s readying
your organization for a multicloud future or more
actively adopting enterprise IoT, these solutions can
help. Juniper helps simplify network complexity with
multicloud-ready solutions built on a common operating
system that uses common protocols and a single,
open-cloud orchestration platform. By matching the
innovative technology of Juniper with the service
excellence of IBM, these solutions help reduce
complexity, accelerate time to value and reduce total
cost of ownership (TCO).

Helps accelerate your cloud adoption
Juniper helps simplify your path to a security-rich and
automated multicloud environment by applying consistent, end-to-end security policies and operations across
all places in the network. This approach to network
security and operations helps you connect and secure
your applications across many clouds as simply and
effortlessly as if they were in a single cloud.
Juniper Contrail Enterprise Multicloud delivers softwaredefined cloud networking and cloud service automation,
providing customers ease of use, freedom of choice,
intelligent automation, and always-on reliability. The
solution enables all overlay and underlay management;
heterogeneous compute environments, including bare
metal servers, virtual machines, containers, and networking devices; private and public clouds; networking
and security orchestration policies, including microsegmentation; and advanced analytics for IBM Cloud Private.
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Helps manage network complexity and
meet demands while reducing the risks
The high-performance networking solutions Juniper
provides simplify the complexities of networking
and help drive digital transformation. They help
remove the traditional constraints of networking to
deliver automated, scalable and security-rich
networks that can help you meet the demands of
your business in the digital era. With virtually
seamless support for Juniper products from IBM,
you can optimize network performance and
availability in a security-rich environment, and enable
a more agile and flexible network infrastructure to
support new business strategies.
Helps achieve value more quickly
with robust and efficient solutions
IBM and Juniper have extensive experience in
delivering robust and effective networking solutions,
and leverage tested methodologies to help ensure
consistent delivery from strategy to solution design,
implementation and integration, helping you
accelerate time to value. In addition, IBM provides
ongoing operational support through a comprehensive,
single-source solution for Juniper software and
hardware maintenance. The solution provides you
access to highly skilled IBM technicians to service
your Juniper products and helps reduce downtime
and increase productivity.

Juniper helped a leading technology
company unify and simplify its
global network to accelerate migration
to the cloud.
Benefits:
––Created a digital workplace for
100,000 employees across
500 locations
––Improved operational efficiency with
a unified network from branch to wide
area network (WAN)
––Mitigated risk with integrated,
centralized and automated security
––Achieved a 50 percent reduction in
physical space for network gear in
its offices
––Reduced power consumption by
two-thirds
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Enables a safer and more
reliable network environment
Juniper network security offerings provide comprehensive security coverage with low complexity, helping
reduce risks and improve reliability. These solutions
provide broad-based protection and help prevent
attacks that more narrowly focused point solutions miss,
enabling your network to adapt dynamically to a wide
range of risks. IBM complements the security leadership
of Juniper with deep knowledge based on years of
experience. In addition, IBM best practices, managed
services and products help extend your security beyond
the network, and help address key issues, such as
identity management, governance, activity
monitoring and regulatory compliance.

Juniper networks: Innovative thinking,
high performance and automation
Industry-leading products for routing,
switching and security
Juniper provides industry-leading solutions for routing,
switching, and security, and has a reputation for speed and
throughput with products that avoid the feature overload
that may tend to slow down other leading products.
Notable among them is Junos—a modular and robust
Juniper operating system with built-in resiliency. It’s
designed in a way that if one process crashes, it doesn’t
necessarily bring down the entire network node. This
resilient design helps your business stay online even
during outages.

Improved value for specific needs
Juniper addresses the core networking needs of your
organization, focusing on engineering for high data
throughput in the design of the products, whether you
are a service provider or an enterprise serving internal
customers. It uses custom chips expressly designed
for fast data transfer, rather than relying on generalpurpose chips and software. With Juniper, you can
improve your network performance while remaining
cost-efficient.
Open architecture
The Juniper product line is based on the same
architecture as the Junos operating system, which is a
modular system based on the UNIX-like, open-source
FreeBSD. This architecture, combined with a top-of-theline market approach, enables Juniper products to have
wide-ranging interoperability with other vendor switches.
In addition, Juniper has a highly automatable
infrastructure. As with all UNIX and Linux systems,
Junos is application programming interface-driven
(API-driven), which means that it’s easy to build
administrative and management extensions for Juniper,
using the same FreeBSD kernel calls that the Juniper
command line interface (CLI) uses. Better yet, you can
actually use Python language to build automation scripts
using the same API.
Agility to stay at the leading edge
Juniper has a history of focusing development
attention on routing, switching and security, and has
made investments in areas, including network
virtualization, remote office support and software
defined networks. This forward-thinking approach
means, you can rely on Juniper products without
worrying about technology obsolescence.
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IBM Technology Support Services:
Single-source IT support for all
your IT needs
Reduced IT support spend
Reduction in IT support spend
by as much as 25 percent5

Global partnership
Longstanding partnership with
Juniper for simplified IT
support management

Multivendor support
Proactive, reactive, onsite and
remote IT support for over
30,000 third-party devices

Experienced support specialists
Support specialists with an average of
14 years of experience—specifically in
network, storage, server and
cybersecurity technologies

Why IBM and Juniper?

Combining the cloud, analytics, security and multivendor
support skills of IBM with Juniper open cloud, networking
and security technologies, the strategic partnership
between IBM and Juniper allows you to work with two
industry leaders and experience their complementary
strengths. Juniper was named by Gartner as a Leader in
the Magic Quadrant for Data Center Networking in
2018,6 and IBM was recognized as a leader in the
multivendor support services market by Market and
Markets.7 Together, IBM and Juniper have the knowledge
and expertise to deliver highly responsive and effective
networking solutions that can help your business
succeed in the digital era.

For more information

To learn more about cloud-ready networking solutions
from IBM and Juniper, contact your IBM representative
or IBM Business Partner, or visit ibm.com/us-en/
marketplace/support-for-juniper-products
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